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Entertainment in a connected world  
According to the International Air Transport Association (IATA), by 2037, more than  
8 billion people will take flights each year. And as demographics evolve, it is a simple 
fact that many of these passengers will be first-time flyers. Nearly half of them will  
fall into the 25-44 age range, meaning they have different expectations of connectivity 
and what it can or should do for them. 

But it is not just Millennials and Generation Z consumers airlines need to empower  
with connectivity. Over 90% of passengers want to use their own devices on flights. 

So, while inflight entertainment has come a long way from the days of bulkhead  
TV screens and a choice of a couple of movies, passengers still expect more. They  
want an inflight connected experience comparable to what they get on the ground. 
There is a continuing shift in the number of passengers who want to use their own 
devices for inflight entertainment. 

To attract and retain modern travellers, airlines must proactively offer an 
entertainment solution that gives passengers an online experience comparable to 
what they have at home. And that means watching Netflix or other streamed video 
services, playing online games like Fortnite while onboard, and being able to upload 
photos and video to Instagram during a flight.

 

Spaced-based connectivity and passenger entertainment

Tomorrow’s passengers  
will expect an online  

experience comparable to  
what they have at home.
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Connectivity Cchallenges
Technology advances and passenger expectations have combined to make inflight 
connectivity and onboard Wi-Fi a must-have. Airlines should ensure they can offer 
onboard connectivity services that match the speed and reliability of terrestrial 
networks. This includes providing low latency to allow passengers to play online 
games or stream movies inflight. 

A bad inflight connected experience is arguably worse than none at all – passengers 
will tell friends, family and their social media networks about poor experiences, 
something airlines cannot allow in an increasingly competitive marketplace.

Connectivity solutions
OneWeb’s Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite connectivity can enable the connected, 
entertained passenger experience. Thanks to latency of less than 70 milliseconds 
and downloads of 195 Mbps, it can support streamed video, online gaming, social 
media photo and video download and upload and much else that the connected 
consumer wants to do inflight. 

Low latency onboard  
opens up access to new 

in-flght applications.
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Revolutionizing inflight entertainment
OneWeb’s LEO satellite connectivity puts passengers at the heart of inflight 
entertainment, by providing complete choice and control. Inflight entertainment 
has evolved from a passive exercise into a more demanding, user-centric 
approach that passengers want to manage themselves. 

The everywhere experience inflight
By integrating OneWeb LEO connectivity, airlines can deliver the capacity and low 
latency required to give passengers a connected experience comparable to being 
on the ground. Passengers can stream movies, binge boxsets, play online games, 
make video calls to friends and family, and upload the whole flight experience to 
social media.

Improving across all touchpoints
OneWeb’s LEO satellite connectivity allows airlines to reinvent the travel 
experience for passengers. On top of transforming the inflight entertainment 
experience, connectivity allows the airline to enhance the experience at every 
touchpoint along the passenger journey. 

Enhanced opportunities  
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Passengers can log into  
their own devices, upload  

photos, and video call friends  
and family in real-time.

Content streaming 
Empowering passengers to log into their own devices  
and own video streaming accounts such as Netflix or 
Apple+ and watch what they choose, when they choose.

Online gaming
Whether Fortnite, League of Legends or FIFA Leagues, 
passengers can play their games wherever they are.  

Social media
Passengers can upload photos and video and share 
updates with friends and family in real-time. 

Communication
Travellers can organise travel plans and connect  
to friends while in the air. 
 

Bring your own device
Empowering passengers to use personal  
devices inflight. 

Increased choice
Giving today’s more demanding and expectant 
consumer greater choice and control over their 
entertainment experience. 

Enhanced and new applications
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Inflight Connectivity Transformed
OneWeb connectivity is a new frontier network solution that can help airlines 
transform their passenger inflight experience. 

Our low latency and high speed connectivity can enable airlines to offer passengers  
their choice of personalised entertainment options using their own devices.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OneWeb has partnered with recognisedleaders in aircraft technology to develop new, 
dedicated, cost-effective in-flight user terminal options suitable for all aircraft types,  
and with hybrid LEO/GEO connectivity capabilities. Each terminal is to be provisioned 
for resilient, secure, two-way communications at speed and on the move, for flight 
paths everywhere, including over oceans and polar routes.

OneWeb’s network will  
deliver global low latency  

coverage by end of 2022



To find out more connect with the OneWeb Aviation team. 
Register your interest oneweb.net/aviation 

OneWeb is a global communications network powered from space, headquartered in London, enabling connectivity  
for governments, businesses, and communities. Aviation is a key market. Our high-speed network’s truly global 
coverage and low-latency performance will deliver a game-changing inflight connectivity experience for passengers. 
By supporting even richer cabin crew, flight deck and maintenance applications, OneWeb will enable airlines to 
confidently implement their digitalisation strategies. Find out more at www.oneweb.world/aviation
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